
Dancing Leprechaun 


To celebrate St Patricks Day on the 17th March why not 
create your own dancing leprechaun - your fingers create 
its legs to make it jig!


Tools and Materials:


- Coloured Paper 

- Pencil 

- Glue Stick

- Scissors




So first of all you need to create a body for your leprechaun 
we thought ours should wear shorts & a t-shirt (our shorts 
look more like a big U shape/semi circle but thats for the 
leg holes to go in later) - draw and cut them out when 
happy with your clothes/body 


Then you can add some decoration plus a hat!






Once you have the “body” and hat heady you can create a 
head and arms 




Now you can start gluing the bits together - use a piece of 
paper underneath to keep your table clean. You can also 
cut out any other embellishments you think you might need 
- like a belt!


Now you can create some hair for your leprechaun, use it 
as a guide to figure out where you need to draw




You can also decorate the hat like so - and think about 
drawing in a face


We also thought it would be fun to add on some freckles 
with some small bits of paper cut up - it can be tricky to 
glue them on - just try your best!







So for finishing touches is there anything else you can add 
to the leprechaun - we thought buckles on his belt and hat 
would look good. If you cut out a square and fold it in half is 
easier to cut out the middle to create a buckle shape - then 
draw some circles on the shorts which are big enough for 
your finger to fit through




There you have it your very own “Dancing Leprechaun”!



